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This paper is an attempt to construct a geometric theory of characters of a 
reductive algebraic group G defined over an algebraically closed field. We 
are seeking a theory which is as close as possible to the theory of irreducible 
(complex) characters of the corresponding groups G(F,) over a finite field F, 
and yet it should have a meaning over algebraically closed fields. 
The basic objects in the theory are certain irreducible (l-adic) perverse 
sheaves (in the sense of [ 11) on G; they are the analogues of the irreducible 
(I-adic) representations of G(Fq) and are called the character sheaves of G. 
The definition of character sheaves is suggested by the following result [3, 
Corollary 7.71: any irreducible representation of G(F,) appears in at least 
one of the virtual representations R’(W), defined by Deligne and Lusztig in 
[3, 1.91. 
The virtual representations Re(w) have a geometric analogue Kz, (here w  
is an element in the Weyl group and 5P is a “tame” local system of rank 1 
on the maximal torus of G). We shall define here K$ only in the case where 
.P is the constant local system 5$ = QI. 
Let Y,,, be the variety of all pairs (g, B), where g is and element of G and 
B is a Bore1 subgroup of G such that 23, gBg- ’ are in relative position w; let 
71,: Y, + G be the morphism defined by q,,( g, B) = g. We define K? to be 
the direct image with compact support (rr,),Q,. Then, K? is an object in the 
derived category of constructible Z-adic sheaves on G. (The definition of Kz 
is given in 2.4.) The character sheaves of G are, by definition, those 
irreducible perverse sheaves which are constituents of a perverse cohomology 
sheaf PH’(Kr) for some i, w, 9. 
We note the similarity of Kc and R’(w): the virtual representation R’(w) 
is defined as the alternating sum of the G(F,)-modules Hi(X,,,, Q,), where X, 
is the variety of all Bore1 subgroups which are in relative position w  with 
their transform under the Frobenius map. (Thus, Y, is the analogue of X,.) 
Our objective in this paper and the ones following it is to classify the 
character sheaves of G and to compute their cohomology sheaves. 
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The paper is organized as follows: Section 1 collects some of the basic 
results on perverse sheaves due to Beilinson-Bernstein-Deligne-Gabber [ 11. 
Section 2 contains the definition of character sheaves. Apart from the 
definition in terms of Kz we also give an equivalent definition in terms of 
some compactification is, of rrw: Y, -+ G. This compactification (which is 
analogous to the compactilkation [3,9.10] of X,,,) is essential to apply the 
deep results of [ 1,2]. In Sections 3 and 4 we study the restriction and 
induction for character sheaves. (These are analogues of the familiar 
operations on representations of G(F,).) As a consequence of Theorem 4.4, 
the character sheaves of G are a special case of the “admissible complexes of 
G” defined in [4]; we hope to show elsewhere that these two classes of 
complexes on G coincide. Section 5 contains some technical preliminaries to 
Section 6. The most difficult result of this paper is Theorem 6.9(a) which 
asserts that the restriction functor carries a character sheaf to a direct sum of 
character sheaves. 
1. PERVERSE SHEAVES 
1.1. The theory of perverse sheaves on algebraic varieties is due to 
Beilinson, Bernstein, Deligne, and Gabber. The basic reference is [ 11. 
We shall review here some of the theory. 
1.2. Let k be an algebraically closed field. Unless otherwise specified, all 
algebraic varieties will be over k. 
We denote by @X = g,“(X, 0,) the bounded derived category of o,- 
(constructible) sheaves on X [ 1, 2.2.181; here 1 is a fixed prime number such 
that 1-l E k and 0, is an algebraic closure of the field of l-adic numbers. 
Objects of @X are referred to as “complexes.” For a complex K E BX, 
we denote by R”K the ith cohomology sheaf of K (a Q,-sheaf on X); we 
denote by DK E gX the Verdier dual of K. 
1.3. Let gXCo be the full subcategory of C@X whose objects are those K 
in GX such that, for any integer i, P’K has support of dimension < -i. (In 
particular, we have RiK = 0 for i > 0.) 
Let gX>’ be the full subcategory of CZX whose objects are those K in 
@X such that DK E G9X GO Let MX be the full subcategory of gX whose .
objects are those K in gX such that K E c?JX(’ n 9X>‘; the objects of JX 
are called perverse sheaves on X. 
AX is an abelian category [ 1, 2.14, l-3.61 in which all objects have finite 
length [ 1,4.3.1]. 
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1.4. The inclusion of gXGo in @X has a right adjoint “rco and the 
inclusion of gX>’ in gX has a left adjoint pr>o, [I, 2.2.11, 1.3.3(i)]: we 
have natural morphisms Pr.,oK + K -+ pr>o K (K E gX) and 
Horn@, “rGoB) = Horn@, B) for all A E @X”‘, B E GX 
and 
Hom(Pr>OA’, B’) = Horn@‘, B’) for all A’ E %‘X, B’ E 9X”‘. 
The functors p7.+op7~o, p710p7ao, (.@X+ 93x), are canonically 
isomorphic [l, 1.3.51. Hence, for any K E gX, the complex P7>oP7~oK is a 
perverse sheaf; it is denoted pH°K. 
The functor pH”: gX-+AX is a cohomological functor [ 1, 1.3.61, i.e., for 
any distinguished triangle (K, K’, K”) in Bhx (notation of [ 1, 1.1.1 J), the 
corresponding sequence pH°K + pHoK’ -+ P@K’r is exact. 
We define PHi: C2X+LMX by PHiK = pH”(K[i]), where [i] denotes 
“decalage,” or shift. Then, it follows that for any distinguished triangle 
(K, K’, K”) in &@‘x we have a long exact sequence of perverse sheaves 
. . . --tPHiK-,PHiK’~PHiK”-,PHi+‘K--, . . . . 
Moreover, for any K E GrX, we have PHiK = 0 for all but a finite number of 
integers i. 
1.5. The irreducible objects of AX can be described as follows [ 1, 4.3.11. 
Let V be a locally closed, smooth, irreducible subvariety of X, of 
dimension d and let 4p be an irreducible Q,-local system on V. Then Y[d] is 
an ireducible perverse sheaf on V and there is a unique irreducible perverse - 
sheaf P[d] on the closure v, whose restriction to V is iP[d]; we have 
L?T] = IC(v, Y)[d], where IC(v, Y) is the intersection cohomology 
complex of Deligne-Goresky-MacPherson of v with coefficients in Y. The 
extension of Y’[d] to X (by 0 outside v> is an irreducible perverse sheaf on 
X, and all irreducible perverse sheaves on X are obtained in this way. 
1.6. Let X be a smooth irreducible variety of dimension d, and let 
D, , D, ,..., D, be smooth divisors with normal crossings in X. Let 9 be a 
one-dimensional, qrlocal system on the open subset X - (D, U -. . U D,.), 
such that the corresponding representation of the fundamental group factors 
through a finite quotient of order invertible in k. The intersection complex 
IC(X, 9) can be represented in 9X as a single constructible o,-sheaf 2 (in 
degree 0). Let I, be the set of i E [ 1, r] such that the local monodromy of 9 
around Di is nontrivial. Then 5? restricted to the open subset X - Ui,,, Di is 
a local system of rank 1 and 9 restricted to the closed subset (Ji,,, Di is 
zero. (These statements can be reduced to the special case where dim X = 1.) 
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1.7. Let f: X+ Y be a morphism between the algebraic varieties X, Y. 
Let f* : gY -+ 9X be the inverse image functor and letf! : QX --) k?JY be the 
direct image with compact support. They admit adjoint functors 
f*:L9X-+@Y,f1:L!2Y+L3P, for any AEGX, BETSY, we have: 
(1.7.1) HomGf*B,A) = Hom(B,f,A). 
(1.7.2) HomuA, B) = Hom(A,f!B). 
(1.7.3) Iffis proper, then& =f;.. 
(1.7.4) If f is smooth with connected libres of dimension d, then 
f’= f *(2d](d), where (d) denotes Tate twist; in this case, we setf= f *[d]. 
(1.7.5) Let 
XfY 
h 
I I 
h’ 
be a Cartesian diagram withf, f’ smooth with connected libres of dimension 
d. Then h,j= f’h,’ : @Y + 9Z. 
1.8. Assume that f: X-+ Y is smooth, with connected fibres of dimen- 
sion d. 
Here are some properties off (see (1.7.4)): 
(1.8.1) If KE QY, then we have 
K E LiPY<O ojiv E G2xG0, 
KEG3Y’“ojkE~X’o, 
KEJYojkEMX, 
pHi(jk) = 3(W’K). 
(1.8.2) If K E ?ZY”‘, K’ E .@Y>‘, then Horn,@, K’) = 
Hom,(% jly’). 
(1.8.3) fi’:Y+JX is fully faithful. 
(1.8.4) If K E JY and K’ E AX is a subquotient of fi E AX, then 
K’ is isomorphic to fi, for some K, E MY. 
(The proofs are in (1, 4.2.5, 4.2.61.) 
1.9. Let m: H x Y+ Y be an action of a connected algebraic group H on 
the variety Y. Let z: H x Y-+ Y be the second projection. Both m and K are 
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smooth morphisms with fibres isomorphic to H. Hence, if K E MY, then 
fiK, <K (see (1.7.4)) are perverse sheaves on H X Y. We say that K is H- 
equiuariunt if rZK, fK are isomorphic as perverse sheaves on H X Y. (This is 
equivalent to the definition in [4, Sect. 01.) 
(1.9.1) Zf A E AY is H-equivariant and B E MY is u subquotient of 
A, then B is again H-equivariant. 
(Apply (1.8.4) to X= H x Y, f = rr, K = A, K’ = fiB. We see that there 
exists C EJY such that GB = 7%. Restricting this equality to 
{e}~YcHxYwegetB=C.Hence&B=7SB.) 
(1.9.2) Let f: X --t Y be an H-equivariant morphism, with respect to 
actions of H on X and Y. If K E MX is H-equivariant, then “H’A K is H- 
equivariant for all i. If K’ E-NY is H-equivariant, then pHif*K’ is H- 
equivariant for all i. (The verification is left to the reader.) 
(1.9.3) Assume thatf: X + Y is as in (1.9.2), and that H acts freely on 
X and trivially on Y. Assume furthermore, that for each y E Y, there is an 
open neighborhood U c Y, (U 3 y), and an H-equivariant isomorphism 
f-‘(U)diH x U (H acts on H x CT by h: (h’, u) + (hh’, u)) such that 
Pr2 0 i = f: f - ’ U + U. Then the following conditions for K E JX are 
equivalent. 
(a) K is H-equivariant, 
(b) K is isomorphic tof(K,), for some K, EJY. 
The implication (b) * (a) is trivial, (see (1.9.2). Assume now that K is 
H-equivariant. Let d = dim H. According to [ 1,4.2.6], (b) is equivalent to 
the statement that the canonical map K + T(pH-“f* K) is an isomorphism. 
For this, we may assume that X= H x Y, f = pr2, and H acts on X by left 
translation on the first factor. Let m, 71: H x H x Y -+ H x Y be defined by 
m(h, h’, v) = (hh’, y), x(h, h’, y) = (h’, JJ) and let i: H x Y-t H x Y x Y be 
defined by i(h, y) = (h, e, y). By our assumption, m*K z x*K, hence 
i*m*K z i%*K or equivalently, K z f *j*K, where j: Y-, H x Y is defined 
by j(y) = (e, y). Let K, = j*K[-d] E DY. Then K =B,. It remains to 
show that K, E-NY. This follows from (1.8.1), since we know that 
jiu, E LNx. 
1.10. Let X be an algebraic variety, let X’ be an open subset of X and let 
X” be the complement of X’ in X. Let j’ :X’ t, X, j”: X” 4 X be the 
natural inclusions. For any K E 3X, there is a canonical distinguished 
triangle in ~XZ (j( j’ *K, K, jr j”*K). Hence, iff: X -+ Y is a morphism, then 
we have a canonical distinguished triangle (f! j; j*K, fi K, Jj(l j” *K) in g Y. 
1.11. Let n > 1 be an integer invertible in k. Let ,u, = {x E k* ) x” = 1). 
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Consider the principal fibration pn: k* + k* (x+x”) with group ,+. The 
finite group p, acts naturally on the direct image local system @,J* Q, ; we 
denote by gnn,# the summand of @,)*a, on which p,, acts according to the 
character w:@,, + 0,. Then SYn,* is a QJocal system of rank 1 on k*. The 
following result is well known: 
(1.11.1) If m > 1 is an integer not divisible by n and if w  is injective, 
then Hf(k*, a:,“) = 0 for all i. 
1.12. A complex K E 9X is said to be split if K is isomorphic in gX to 
a direct sum mi PHiK[-i]. 
If K is split, then K[j] is split for any j. If K’ E gX is a direct summand 
of K E %JX with K split, then K’ is split. 
A complex K E gX is said to be semisimple if it is split and each PHiK is 
a semisimple object of AX. If K is semisimple and K’ E gX is a direct 
summand of K, then K’ is semisimple. 
2. DEFINITION OF CHARACTER SHEAVES. 
2.1. Let G be a connected reductive algebraic group over k. We fix a 
Bore1 subgroup B c G with unipotent radical U and a maximal torus T c B. 
Let R c Hom(T, k*) be the set of roots and R” c Hom(k*, T) the set of 
coroots; the canonical bijection R ct R- is denoted a +-+ a”. 
Let R ’ be the set of positive roots determined by B and let R - = R -R +. 
Let W = N,(T)/T be the Weyl group. An element w  E W may be regarded 
as an automorphism w: T-P T: w(t) = tit+-’ (t E T). Here ti E N,(T) is a 
representative for w  in N(T). Let S be the set of simple reflections in W 
(defined by R ‘) and let 1: W+ N be the corresponding length function. 
2.2. Let Y(T) be the set of isomorphism classes of Q,-local systems of 
rank 1 on T which are of the form n*(8”,U), (see 1.12), for some character 
2 E Hom(T, k*), some integer n > 1 invertible in k, and some imbedding 
w: &I C. QT ; tensor product makes Y(T) an abelian group. 
We may (and shall) assume that w  is the restriction to ,u, of a fixed 
injective homomorphism I+?: {group of roots of 1 in k*} 4 QT, which is 
independent of ,4 and n. 
The choice of I+? gives rise to a group isomorphisms 10 (l/n) + 2 *gn,, : 
(2.2.1) Hom(T, k*) 0 (Q//Z) Y Y(T), where Q’ = {m/n E Q I 
m E Z, n E Z, n > 1 invertible in k}. 
The Weyl group W operates on Y(T) by w: P + (w-‘)*Y, where 
(w-l)* denotes inverse image under w-‘: T+ T, it also operates on 
Hom(T, k*) by w(A)(t) =n(w-l(t)), t E T, A E Hom(T, k*). These actions 
are compatible with (2.2.1). 
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W$= {WE WI (w-‘)*ip=q. 
(2.2.2) The following conditions on w  E W and io = A*(cF?~,,) E 9(T) 
are equivalent: 
(a) The local system 9 is T-equivariant for the action of T on T 
given by t, : t + W-‘(t,) tt;’ 
(b) There exists a character AI E Hom(T, k*) such that 
w(A) = nyn 
(c) w  E W$. 
2.3. For 5? E P(T) we define 
R,= {aER Ir,E W$}= {aER 1 (a”,1)=O(modn)} 
where Y, is the reflection in W corresponding to a, and ( , ) is the natural 
pairing Hom(k*, 7’) x Hom(T, k*) + Z. We define 
W, = subgroup of W generated by the ra , a E Rip. 
Then Rip is a root system with Weyl group W,. The set R & = R rp f~ R + is a 
set of positive roots for R,; let S, be the corresponding set of simple 
reflections for W,. (The set S, is not in general contained in the set S.) 
2.4. Let .5? be the variety of all Bore1 subgroups of G. For each w  E W, 
we consider the subvariety O(w) of 5 x 9 defined by 
O(w)={(B’,B”)E9~.9’~13gEG:gB’g-‘=B, gBNg-‘=tiBC’}. We 
define a morphism 
Tt, : Y,+G 
as follows: 
Y,=((g,B’)EGx~l(B’,gB’g-‘)EO(w)}, qJg, B’) = g. 
Let et-,+: BwB -+ T be the map defined by p-J&&‘) = t (z+ u’ E U, t E T). 
Let Y,={(g,hU)EGx(G/U)Ih-‘ghEBwB}. The map Y,+Tgiven by 
(g, hU) +prJh-‘gh) is T-equivariant with respect to the action 
t,: (g, hU)-t (g,ht;‘(U)) (of T on I’,) and t,: t-, (@-‘toti) tt;’ (of T on 
T>. 
Hence, if 9 E P’(T) and w  E W$, then the inverse image 2 of 9 under 
Y,,,- T is T-equivariant. The map p,,,- Y,,, ((g, hU) + (g, hBh-‘)) ’ is a prin- 
cipal fibration with group T, (the action of T on Y,+ has been described 
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above). It follows that there is a unique @-local system of rank 1, 2 on Y,,, 
whose inverse image under Y,,, -+ Y,,, is 2. It is easy to see that the 
isomorphism class of 2 is independent of the choice of representative 3. 
We shall set for w  E W$: 
2.5. More generally, let w  = (wi, We,..., w,.) be a sequence in W and let 
w  = WI w* * * * w,. 
We define a morphism 
XI,: Y,-+G 
as follows: 
y,= {(g,Bo,B,,..., B,)EGx.~x~?Tx~~~x.?~ 
(Bj-,YBi)E o(wi) (l <i<r)7B,=gBog-1}T 
qr(g, B,, B, ,a.., B,) = g. 
Let Yw= (g,h,U,h,B ,...., h,B): h12,hi E BwiB (1 < i< r), h;‘gh, E B}. 
Define a map Z’,+T by (g,hoU,h,U,...,h,U)~~-‘nln,...n,s, where 
n, E N,(T) are defined by h,:-‘, hi E UniU and r E T is defined by 
h; ‘gh, E rU. This ‘map is T-equivariant with respect to the action 
to : (g, ho U, h,&.., h,B)+ (g, h,t,‘U, h,B ,..., h,B) (of T on YJ and 
t, : t -+ (6 ‘t, 6) tt; i (of T on 7’). Hence, if 9 E P(T) and w  E W$, then 
the inverse image 2 of 9 under E’,+ T is T-equivariant. The map Y,+ Y, 
given by (g, h, U, h,B ,..., h,B)+ (g, h,Bh;‘, h,Bh;‘,..., h,Bh;‘) is a prin- 
cipal libration with group T. It follows that there is a unique $local system 
of rank 1, 2 on Y, whose inverse image under Y,+ Y, is 9. We shall set 
(This is defined only when w, wz ..e w, E W$.) 
(2.5.1) When w  reduces to a single element w, the variety Y, may be 
identified with the variety Y, in 2.4: (g, B,, B,) E Y, corresponds to 
(g, B,) E-Y,,,. This is compatible with the maps x,, rc, and with the local 
systems P (if w  E W$). Hence Kz = Kc. 
(2.5.2) In general, Y, is smooth and connected. 
An equivalent statement is {(g,&J,x,,...9 x,)EGxGx-.-xGI 
x;-‘ix, E BwiB (1 < i < r), x;‘gx, E B} is smooth and connected. By the 
substitution b = x; igx,, x;?,xi = yi (1 < i < r), we are reduced to showing 
that {(b, x0, Y 1 ,..., y,) E B x G x . - - xGJy,EBw,B (l<i<r)} is smooth 
and connected, and this is clear. 
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2.6. For any sequence s = (sl, So,..., s,) in S U {e) (e = neutral element 
of W) we define a proper morphism 
as follows: 
c= ((&B,,B , )..., B,) E G x .9 x 28 x *. . x .9 / 
(Bi-, , Bi) E O(Si) (I < i < r), B, = gB, g-’ } 
%(g, B,, B, ,..., B,) = g. 
Here, O(s,) denotes the Zariski closure of O(sJ in 9 X 3. It is O(s,) U O(e) 
if si E S, and it is O(e) if si = e. 
Let J0 = (j E [ 1, r] ( sj E S). For such subset J c .I,, we consider the r 
element sequence s, in S u (e} whose ith term is si if i 6 f and e if i E J. 
Then Ys, (see 2.6) may be identified with the locally closed subvariety of u, 
defined by the conditions Bi_, = Bi if i E J, (BL- ,, Bi) E O(si) if 
i E [ 1, r] -J. The sets Y,, (J c Jo) form a partition of Y,. We have s, = s 
and the corresponding piece Ysa = Y, is open dense in ?,. For each j E .I,, we 
. , 
wrote sj Instead of S( j,. 
LEMMA 2.7. y, is smooth, connected. The closures of Y,, (for various 
j E J,) are smooth divisors on r, with normal crossings. 
Proof: An equivalent statement is: the variety 
{(g,xo,xI,..., x,) E G x G x **a X G 1 Xi_-‘lXi E BsiB 
(1 <i<r),x;‘gx,EB} 
is smooth and connected and its subvarieties 
i(g,xorXIr..., x,)EGxGx... X G (X~-‘IXi E BSiB 
(1 -G i < r, i f jo), XjiL, x EB,x;‘gx,EB} j, 
(j, E Jo), are smooth divisors with normal crossings. By the substitution 
b = x;‘gx,, x-’ I- ,xi = yi (1 < i < r), we are reduced to the following 
statement: the variety 
((f~, ~0, ~1, .~2,..., .I’,) E B X G X .-* X G ) yi E BsiB (1 < i < r)} 
is smooth and connected and its subvarieties 
{(by X0, .,v, 3 JJ~,**., .I’,) E B X G X .** X G ) yi E BSiB 
(l<iirr,ifjo),~j,~B} 
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(j, E J,,) are smooth divisors with normal crossings. This is, in turn, a conse- 
quence of the following obvious statement: if si E s, then 
Bs,B = (BstB) U B is smooth and connected and B is a smooth divisor on 
it. 
2.8. Assume now that s is such that_s,s, ..a s, E y’. By 1.6 and 2.7, 
there is a well-defined (constructible) QL-sheaf on P on I’, such that 
2 = IC( r,, 2) in gFS ; (here we regard 4p as a @-local system on Y, as in 
2.5, and we identify Y, with an open dense subset of US, as in 2.6). 
We shall set 
(Here g is regarded as an object in @,, concentrated in degree 0.) 
We can now state the following result. 
PROPOSITION 2.9. Let P’ E Y(T) and let A be an irreducible perverse 
sheaf on G. The following conditions on A are equivalent: 
(a) A is a constituent of PHi(Ka for some w E W$ and some i E Z. 
(b) A is a constituent of PHi(K3 for some sequence 
w = (W,) wz,..., w,) in W such that w, w2 .-- w, E W$ and for some i E Z. 
(c) A is a constituent of PHi(Kr) for some sequence s = (s,, sz,..., s,) 
in S U (e) such that s, s2 e-V s, E W$ and for some i E H. 
(d) A is a constituent of PHi(Ky) for some sequence s = (s,, sz,..., s,) 
in S U {e} such that s,s, .a- s, E W$ andfor some i E Z. 
The proof will be given in 2.1 l-2.16. 
2.10. DEFINITION. For 9 E S@(T), we denote by 6, the set of 
isomorphism classes of irreducible perverse sheaves A on G which satisfy the 
equivalent conditions 2.9(a)-(d) with respect to 9. 
A character sheaf on G is an irreducible perverse sheaf on G, which is in 
6, for some 4p E y(T). The set of isomorphism classes of character 
sheaves on G is denoted by G. 
Note that the character sheaves of the torus T are the perverse sheaves 
Y[d] (9 E y(T)), where d = dim T. 
2.11. We now begin the proof of 2.9. The implication (a) =S (b) follows 
from (2.5.1). The implication (C)S- (b) is trivial. We now prove the 
implication (b) =s- (c). Let w  = (wl ,..., w,) be a sequence in W, and let, for 
some i (1 < i < r), w;, wr be elements of W such that wi = w;w; and l(w,) = 
I(wf) + I(w;). Let ti = (wl ,..., wi-,, wf, wf’, wi+ ,,..., w,). The map 
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(g,Bo,B*,...,Bi-l,Bi,Bi+l,...,B,+l) * (g,Bo,Bl,...,Bi-l,Bi+l,...,Br+l) 
defines an isomorphism Y;r Y,. It is compatible with the maps xi, rr, and 
with the local systems 5? defined on Y,, Y, in terms of P as in 2.5 
(assuming w, w2 ..- w, E IV&). Hence 
Applying this repeatedly, we see that Kz is equal to KY for some sequence s 
in S U {e}. This proves the implication (b) +- (c). 
For the proof of the equivalence (c) o (d) we shall need the following 
result. 
LEMMA 2.12. Let s = (sl ,..., s,) be a sequence in S U (e} such that 
slsZ.es~,E W$. LetI,= (jE [l,r] ]siES,srsr-, .-.s,i-..S,P,s,E IV,}. 
(a) 2 is a Q,-local system of rank 1 on the open subset Ujer, Y, of y, 
(see 2.6) and is zero on its complement. 
(b) If JC I,, the restriction of 2 to Y, is isomorphic to the local 
system 2 on Y, (defined in 2.5 for s, instead of s); note that, for J c I,, the 
product of the elements in the sequence sJ belongs to W$, hence 2 is defined 
on Y,. 
Proof. We first prove (a). Let j E [ 1, r] be such that s,~ E S. Then Y,i is a 
smooth divisor in the smooth variety Y,U Ysj (see 2.7). By a computation 
which takes place essentially in SL,, we see that the local monodromy of the 
local system P (on Y,) along the divisor Ysi is the same as the monodromy 
of the local system 8@” “,~ on k* at 0, where m = (/3;, A), /?i is the root 
corresponding to the reflection s,s,_, ... sj ... s,_,s, and 5? = k*8’“.,, as in 
2.2. Hence, this local monodromy is trivial if and only if 
(/3;, A) E 0 (mod n), i.e., if s,s,.- , ... .sj ... s,-, s, E W,. Hence (a) follows 
from 1.6. 
To prove (b), we may assume that J consists of a single element j E I,. 
Then sj has the same entries as s except for thejth entry which is e for sj and 
sj for s. 
Let & G be a surjective homomorphism of algebraic groups whose 
kernel is a central torus in G and such that C.? is a reductive group with 
simply connected derived group. The varieties Y,, Y, for G are locally trivial 
fibrations over the corresponding varieties for G with connected smooth 
fibres (isomorphic to a torus). Hence if (b) is true for G, then it is also true 
for G. Thus, we may assume that G has simply connected derived group. 
Let 3,, ij, $, be representatives in N,(T) for S, S* -*A Sj- I, Sj, 
sj+l ‘*’ sr-I r s respectively, and let + = ~+,i,ti~. We shall assume (as we 
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may) that ij is a product of three unipotent elements in (BSjB)U B. 
Consider the smooth variety 
z= {@,X,,Y 1 g***y YJ E B X G X . * * X G 1 yi E BSiB 
(1 < i < r, i # J, JJj E (BSjB) U B} 
and the smooth divisor D c Z defined by the equation yj E B. Let 
f:Z-D+k*,f’:D-+k* be the maps given by 
f(b, x0, Y1,***, yr)=I(ti;%,+iq’n,n, *** nr7), 
f’(b, x0, Y, ,‘.., y,)=qti;‘Qz,n, *-* t&s), 
where n, E NG(T) are defined by yi E UniU and 7 E T is defined by b E 7U. 
As in the proof of 2.7, we are reduced to proving the following statement 
(2.12.1) If cay, 1) E 0 (mod n), then there exists a local system on Z 
whose restriction to Z -D isf*g”,, and whose restriction to D isf’“??‘,,,,. 
We can write @I”“, A) = nn,, where n, is an integer. Since G has simply 
connected derived group, there exists 1’ E Hom(T, k*) such that 
q3;,Aq=n,. Then (/I;, (A’)-‘,l) = 0. Replacing I by @‘)-“A does not 
change f *g,,;l,G, f ’ *g,,,@. Hence, we may assume in (2.12.1) that @,y, 1) = 0. 
In this case, there is a unique homomorphism of algebraic groups 
y: (BsjB) U B + k* such that 
y(t) = l(ti; ‘t&) for all t E T. 
Since ij is a product of unipotent elements in (Bs,B) UB, we must have 
Y(ij) = 1. We define a morphism 7: Z -+ k* by 
w?C:(b, xo, Y, ,...> Y,)=Y(i,“Gi,;‘(n,TZ* *‘* nj-l)Yj(llj+l **‘n,7)ti;‘)> 
where ni E NG(T) are defined by yi E Un, U (i # j), and 7 E T is defined by 
bErU. 
We show that f = f’/ Z - D, f’ = f”l D. If yj E BSjB, we write yj E Unj U, 
n E N(T) and we have 
f(b, xo, Y, ,...> y,)=y(~,:‘tit;‘(n,n, a-* nj-,)nj(nj+, 
=;l(ti;‘~/‘~;‘n,n, .a. n,) 
=f(b,q,, yl,..., Y,). 
If yj E B, we write yj E nj U, nj E T, and we have 
fib, x,,, Y, >...v y,) = y(G;‘(n, n2 ... nj-J nj(nj+, . 
=A(ti;%;‘n,n, ... n,t) 
=f ‘(b, xc,, Y, ,..., Y,). 
. . 
. . 
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It follows that the local system $*8,,,,, on 2 has the property required in 
(2.12.1). The lemma is proved. 
2.13. Let s, 9 be as in 2.9(d). Consider the sequence of closed subsets 
Z”’ c y, defined by 
z”’ = u Y, (iE Z) 
JCJO 
IJl>i 
tsee 2.6). we have pi+ 1) c z(i). If g(i): z(i) c. i;,, p): z(i) - p+ 1) c, y, 
are the inclusion maps, we have (by 1.10) a natural distinguished triangle in 
G: 
It gives rise to a long exact sequence in flG (for each i): 
(2.13.1) ... --t Pff-l((ff)!~;i+ l)(#(i+ I))*gi//) ~ @ pffj(K;) 
JCJJ 
IJI =i 
+ @ pfp+yq+ . . . . 
.JCJs 
IJI =i 
Here we have used the isomorphism 
which follows from Lemma 2.12. Note that 
- 
(2.13.2) “Hj((n,)!~l”(~‘“)*~) = y(K3 
I 
for i < 0, 
for i > 1IS1, 
2.14. We now prove the equivalence of (c) and (d) in 2.9. Let A be as in 
2.9. For a sequence s = (s i ,..., s,) in S u {e), we denote by m(s) the number 
of i E [ 1, Y] such that si E S. If m(s) = 0, then Y, = I;, and KY= I?: (if 
defined) hence A is a constituent of “H’(K~), if and only if it is a constituent 
of PH’(Ky). It is enough to prove the following statement. 
(2.14.1) Assume that s satisfies m(s) = m > 1, s1s2 a.. s, E W$, and 
that for any sequence s’ in S U {e}, with product in W$ and with m(s’) < m, 
and any integer j, A is not a constituent of pHj(Kff). Then, for any j, A is a 
constituent of pHj(Ky) if and only if it is a constituent of “Hj(KF). 
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Using our hypothesis and (2.13.1) for i > 0, we see that for any i > 0, and 
any j, we have: 
A is a constituent of pHj((~31dI”‘(~‘i))*9) if and only if A is a 
constituent of “H~((ir,),~~““(~“+‘))*~). 
Applying this repeatedly for i = IZ,I, IZ,l - I,..., 1 and using (2.13.2), we see 
that for any j, A is not a constituent of PHj((ii,),~l’)(d(l))*~). 
This, together with (2.13.1) for i = 0, implies that A is a constituent of 
“ZZj(K,“>, if and only if A is a constituent of “Hj((~,)!~l”(~“‘)*~) which, 
by (2.13.2) is the same as pZZj(KF). Thus, (2.14.1) and hence the 
equivalence (c) o (d) in 2.9, are verified. 
2.15. Let s= (s s , , z ,..., s,) be a sequence in S U {e) such that 
SlS2 * * * s, E W$. Assume that, for some h (2< h<r), we have 
shml = sk E S. We have a partition Y,= YtU Yi where YL (resp. Y’i) is the 
subvariety of Y, defined by (BhP2, BJ E O(s,) (resp. by B,-, = BJ. Then 
Y; is open in Y, and Y: is closed in Y,, so that, if we denote 71: (resp. xi) the 
restriction of n, to Y: (resp. Yy) we have a natural distinguished triangle 
(1.10) in gG: 
Here, we denote the restriction of 2 from Y, to Y: or Y,,l again by g. It 
follows that we have a natural long exact sequence in MG: 
(2.151) . * * + pHi((7r;)& -+ PHi(Kr) -+ PHi((~b’)!i?) 
Let s’ be the sequence (sl, s2 ,..., sh-, , s,,+, ,..., s,) and let s” be the sequence 
( SI,S2,...,Sh-2,Sht,,.‘., SF). Then (g, B,, B, ,..., B,) -+ (g, B,, B, ,..., Bhm2, 
B,,B ,,+, ,..., B,) makes Y: into a locally trivial k*-bundle over Y,, and 
(g,Bo, B,,..., B,.) -+ (g, B,, B, ,..., B, -2, Bh+ 1 ,..., B,) makes Y’,’ into a locally 
trivial afflne line bundle over Y,,,. 
The local system 2 on Yy is just the inverse image of the local system 2 
on Y,,, (obtained by the construction in 2.5 applied to s”, whose product is in 
W$). The local system 2 on Y: is the inverse image of the local system $ 
on Y,,, if h E Z, (by the argument in the proof of (a) in 2.12); if h 6? I,, the 
direct image with compact support of S? under Y:+ Y,, is zero, (using 
1.11.1). It follows that 
($‘)$ = K5[-21(-l), 
and, if h & Z,, we have (X&J? = 0. If h E I,, we have a natural distinguished 
triangle (1.10) in gG: 
((n:)&% K3-2)(--11, K:). 
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Hence, we have long exact sequences in .MG: 
(2.15.2) * * * -+ Tz’((7?~)! 27) + PH’(KfJ + pHi- Z(K$)(- 1) 
+ vz’+1((7r~)!L?)+ .-. 
(2.15.3) f *a + w((n;)!Gq + VZ-*(Z$)(-l) + P’H’(Kz) 
if h E I,, and isornorphisms 
(2.15.4) PHi(K;‘) r pHi-2(K;)(-1), if h@Z,. 
2.16. We now prove the implication (c) * (a) in 2.9. 
Assume that A is a constituent of PHi(Kf’) for some sequence 
s = (S,) s* )..., s,) in SU {e} such that sls2 ... s, E W$ and some i. We may 
assume that r is minimum possible (for A), which implies that all sj are in S. 
We want to prove that A is a constituent of PZ-Z’(KF) for some w  E WL. and 
some j. 
If E(s,s, -.. s,) = r, then Kr= Kz, where w  = s,s2 ... s, (see 2.11, (2.5.1)) 
and the desired conclusion follows. Hence we may assume that 
Z(s,s, *** s,) < r. We shall show that this contradicts the minimality of r. We 
can find h (2<h<r) such that s,, ... s r-,~I is a reduced expression and 
Sh-,Sh *** s, is not a reeduced expression. We can find sj, ,..., s:-, , s: in S 
such that s;I...s:_~s:=s~...s~-~s~=Y and s;, =s,,-1. Let o = 
( 
, s 1 , s, ,***, s,, - , , s,, ,***, S’ r-l, s;), r = (si, s2 ,..., sh- i, y). From 2.11, we see that 
KY= KY, KY= Kz. Hence Kr= Kc. Hence we may assume that 
S h-I = sh, so that the discussion in 2.15 is applicable. 
If h e I,, then (2.15.4) shows that A is a constituent of pHi-2(K$); the 
sequence s” in S has length r - 2. This contradicts the minimality of r. 
Assume now that h E I,. By the minimality of r, A is not a constituent of 
PHj(Kz) (see 2. IS) f or any i. From (2.15.3) it then follows that A is not a 
constituent of “ZZ’((z:)!i”) for any j. This, together with (2.15.2) shows that 
A is a constituent of pHi-2(K~). This again contradicts the minimality of r. 
Thus, the implication (c) * (a) in 2.9 is proved. This completes the proof 
of 2.9. 
PROPOSITION 2.17. Let s = (sl, s?,..., s,) be u sequence in S U {e) such 
that s,s2 ..- s, E W$, .P E Y(T). Let m be the number of indices i E [ 1, r] 
such that si E S, and let m’ = m + dim G. 
(a) Z?r E 93G is semisimple (see 1.12). 
(b) pH’(Z?y) is isomorphic to “H’“‘-‘(K~) (in ./G) for any j. 
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ProoJ (a) is a special case of the “decomposition theorem” [ 1, 6.2.51, 
and (b) is a special case of the “relative hard Lefschetz theorem” [ 1, 6.2.101 
applied to the projective morphism if,: u,+ G and to the perverse sheaf 
4a(rn”] on F,. 
PROPOSITION 2.18. (a) If K E C?, then K is G-equivarant for the 
conjugation action of G on G. 
(b) More precisely, if K E cY, 9=l*Zn;l.0 (see 2.2), and Pi is the 
connected centre of G, then K is G x -.Flm equivariant for the action 
(&I, z>: g+ ~ngclggcl -‘of Gx-3’: on G. 
Proof: Define an action of G X -I”: : 
(i) On Tby (g,,,z):t+z”t. 
(ii) On I’ by (g,, z): (g, hU) + (z’g, gg; ‘, g, hU) (see 2.4). 
(iii) On Y, by (g,,z): (g,B’)-,(z”g,,gg;‘, g,B’). 
If 5? is as in (b), then 5? is T-equivariant for the action of T on itself 
given by t, : t --) to” t. Hence, it is Zl-equivariant since 3: is a subgroup of T 
and G acts trivially on T. With the notation in 2.4, pw- T is G x Bi- 
equivariant hence the local system 2 on Yw is G x %z-equivariant. Since 
Y,,, + Y,,, is G X .%$equivariant, the local system 5F on Y, is G X 8:- 
equivariant. Now using (1.9.2). it follows that PH’(Kg is G X S,$- 
equivariant for all i hence, by (1.9.1) any subquotient of PHi(Kr) (in .nG) 
is G x 4:-equivariant). Thus (b) is proved; (a) is a special case of (b). 
2.19. Consider a sequence s = (s s i , *,..., s,) in S U {e) such that 
SIS2 **a s,E w>. Let s’ = (s2, s 3 ,..., s,,s,); we have s2sJ ... s,s, E W&,,, 
where 9 = s,*y. We have a natural isomorphism Y,-+ Y,, (over G) defined 
by (g,Bo,B,,...,B,)-t(g,B,,B 2 ,..., B,, gB, g-i). One can verify that this 
isomorphism carries 2 on Y, to 3’ on Y,, (2” is defined in terms of g’ in 
the same way as 2 in defined in terms of ip). It follows that KY= KY. 
Applying this property r times, we obtain the following result. 
(2.19.1) Let s = (s,, s2 ,..., s,), s’ = (s:, s; ,..., s;,) be two sequences in 
SU {e} such that s1s2 a.. s,E W$, s;s; ... s;, E W$. Let ss’ be the 
sequence (si, s2 ,..., s,, s;, s; ,..., s:,) and let s’s be the sequence 
( s;, s; ,..., s;,, s,, s2 ,..., s,). Then Kg, = KzS. 
3. RESTRICTION 
3.1. We now fix a parabolic P of G such that P 3 B and we denote by 
UP its unipotent radical and by L the Levi subgroup of P containing T. We 
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denote by Z~ the canonical homomorphism of P onto L. Let B * = B n L; it 
is a Bore1 subgroup of L. We shall denote by R*, W*, S*, W$, S$, W’$, 
9*, O*(w) the objects defined by replacing G by L in the definition of R, 
W, S, W,, S,, W&, 9, O(w). (We regard T also as a maximal torus of L.) 
Let 
W, = ( y E W 1 y has minimal length among elements in W*y}. 
The correspondence y + W*y is a I- 1 correspondence W, z W* \ W. The set 
W*\W is also in l-l correspondence with the set of P-orbits on .!8: to the 
coset W*y (y E W), corresponds the P-orbit of j&j-‘; we denote this P- 
orbit by u(y). 
3.2. If v is a P-orbit on ,557 and w  E W, we define a new P-orbit VW by: 
uw = u(yw), where u = v(y). 
We may assume here that y E W,. If s E S, there are three possibilities 
for us: 
(a) ys E W, and ys > y; then v c us - US, 
(b) ys E W, and ys < y; then us c V - u, 
(c) ys 6Z W, ; then ysy-’ E S* and us = U. 
3.3. Let s = (se s2 ,..., s,.) be a sequence in S such that s, s, a.. s, E W$ 
(p E .V(T)). Let Y’ be the closed subvariety of r, defined by 
let 2 be the restriction of 2 (see 2.8) from y, to Y’ and let if’: Y’ + L be 
the map defined by ir’( g, B,, B, ,..., B,) = zp( g). 
Any sequence v = (v, , u, ,..., u,.) of P-orbits on %B defines a locally closed 
subvariety r: of F: 
y:= {(g,&,B 1 )*a.) B,) E F, 1 g E P, Bi E Vi (0 < i < r)}. 
It is clear that u: is empty unless v satisfies 
(3.3.1) vi = ZIP I or uimlsi for all i, 1 <i<r, and u,=u,.. 
Let 2: be the restriction of 2’ to pV and let 77: be the restriction of 7c’ to rV. 
We associate with v (satisfying (3.3.1)) the sequence s’= (S;, S;,..., S;) in 
S U {e} defined by 
(3.3.2) fi = 
1 
zi 
if vi = vip,si, 
if ui# vip,si. 
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We then have vi = v i-lfi (1 <i<r), hence v,,S;S; . ..5’..=v,,. 
(3.3.3) Let yi E W, be defined by vi = v(yi) (0 < i < r). We define 
(3.3.4) ti=yi-,fiyl:’ = yi-~siy~‘~9 
I 
if vi-,si= vi-i, 
e, if vi-lSi# Vi-1 
(1 < i < r). Then t = (t, , t, ,..., tr) is a sequence in S* U {e}. 
3.4. The formula (g, B,, B1,..., B,) + @b(g), q& n P), 
%(B, n P),..., zP(Br nP)> defines a morphism p: rV+ F:, where 
F?={(Z,B&B,* )...) B,*)ELX9”x***XL!?*) 
(BE,, BF) E O*(ti), B; = ZB,*Z-‘}. 
This morphism is a locally trivial fibration. Its fibre over any point 
(1, B,*, B:,..., B,*) E c is isomorphic to the afftne space of dimension 
(3.4.1) d(v)=dimU,+#{iE [l,r]]visicfii-vi}. 
Indeed, the set of all B, E v0 such that n,(B, nP) = B,* is an affine space 
of dimension Z(y,). If (BO, B, ,..., Bi_,) are already determined, the set of all 
Bi E vi such that (B,-, , Bi) E O(s,) and 71p(Bi n P) = BT is an affine line if 
ViSi c pi - Vi and is a point, otherwise. Finally, if B,, B, ,..., B, are already 
determined, the set of all g E n;‘(l) such that B, = gB, g-’ is an affine 
space of dimension dim UP - I(y,), (since y, = y,). Hence our fibre is an 
affine space of dimension Z(y,) + #{i E [ 1, r] / ViSi C Ci- Vi} + 
(dim UP - Z(y,)) = d(v). We now state 
LEMMA 3.5. Let notations be as in 3.3; we assume that v satisfies 
(3.3.1).LetI,c[1,r]beasin2.12andZetJ=J,={iE[1,r]I~i=e}: 
(a) rfJ d I,, then fi$?,P:) = 0. 
(b) If Jcl,, then 7cppa = K7[--2d(v)](-d(v)) where 
9, = (y;l)*Y and KYE gL is defined as in 2.8, with respect to L. 
Proof: Let xt be the canonical projection u: + L. We have (751)! = (FJ! p! 
@ is as in 3.4). Hence it is enough to prove: 
(a’) IfJdI,, then g;=O. 
(b’) If Jcl,, then ~~(9;) = g[---2d(v)](-d(v)), where e is the 
constructible sheaf on Ft defined in the same way as 2 in 2.8, but replacing 
s, 9, G by t, P,;, L. 
(For 2, to be defined, we must know that t, t, ... t, E W$* or that 
y;‘t, t, * * * t,yoE W$. We have y;‘t,t,.*. t,yo=(y;‘t,y,)(y;‘t,y,).** 
(y;-Q,J$) =s;f* -** S; (since y0 = y,), and this is in W$, since J c I,.) 
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Since p is a locally trivial fibration with fibres E kd(“) (see 3.4) we see that 
(b’) is a consequence of 
(b”) g;=p*(@)), ifJcZ,. 
First, assume that .Zc! I, and let j be an index in .Z - I,. If 
(g, B,, B, ,..., B,.) E Y:, we have Bj- I = Bj (since j E J) and 
(Bipl, Bi) E O(si) for all i E [ 1, r] - {j}. Sincej & Zs, from 2.12(a) it follows 
that the stalk of 2 (or 9:) at (g, B,B, ,..., B,) is 0, hence 5?: = 0, proving 
(a’>. 
Next, we assume that .ZcZ,. Let H, = {i E [ 1, r] / ti # e}. Then 
.Zn H, = 0. For any subset H c H, we have the locally closed subvariety of 
u* t ) 
Y,T, = {(I, B,*, B,*,..., B,?) E r;” 1 (Bir_l) BT) E O*(ti) 
ifi&H,BT-,=BT ifiEH}. 
These form a partition of r’,*. Define YL,, = p-’ Ft*,, for all H c H,. The 
subvarieties y,” form a partition of FI into locally closed pieces. 
Let I, be the set of all j E [ 1, r] such that tj # e and 
t,t,-, -9. tj *** f,-,&E q . Then I, = I, n H,. Applying 2.12(a) to g,, t, 
and L, we see that g ii a local system of rank 1 on the open subset 
UHcrt Yt*, of F,* and is zero on its complement. 
It follows that p*gl is a local system of rank 1 on the open subset 
U Hc,t Y:,H of FV and is zero on its complement in yV. 
With the notations in 2.6, we have Y:,H = YsH,, f7 pV. For a set H c H,, 
the conditions H c I, and H UJc I, are equivalent. By 2.12(a), 2 (and 
hence 2:) is a local system of rank 1 on the open subset UHclt Y:,H of FV 
and is zero on its complement in yi. To prove (b”) it is then enough to show 
that the local systems on UHcl, Y;,H defined by 5? and p*@‘) are 
isomorphic. Since Y;., is open dense in the smooth variety UHclt Y:,, it is 
even enough to show that the local systems on Y:,, defined by @ and 
p * (g ‘) are isomorphic. 
The local system defined by g on Yi,O is the restriction of the local 
system 5? from Ys, to Y;,o, ($ ’ is constructed explicitly in 2.5). 
The local system defined p*(g’) on Y:,, is the inverse image under 
p: Y{,O + Yt*, of the local system g’, which is explicitly constructed as in 2.5 
(for t, ip’, L instead of s, 9, G). From these explicit constructions, we get 
immediately an explicit isomorphism between our two local system. Thus, 
(b”) follows, completing the proof of the lemma. 
3.6. We consider the sequence of closed subsets of ?’ defined by 
zi= u F”, 
c(v)<i 
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where v runs over all sequences v = (uO, V, ,..., v,) of P-orbits on 9 satisfying 
(3.3.1) and c(v) < i, where 
c(v) = dim u,, + dim u, + a+. + dim 0,. 
If pi is the inclusion 2; 4 F, and yi is the inclusion Zl - Ziel c F, 
then we have a natural distinguished triangle (1.10) in 59L: 
(f[((yi)! y,*2’, *vi)! p,*g’T X/vi- I)! pi*_ 19’)* 
It gives rise to a long exact sequence in ML (for each i) 
(3.6.1) -.a -pH’-l(jil~i-l)Ipi*-l~‘)B-* @ “Hj((ii;)p:) 
Y 
c(v)=i 
--t pHqf!yj3i),ppP) + “Hj(f[@i-l)!pi*-lIp’) 
4 @ pH’+l((ii;)!~;). 
” 
c(v)=i 
Here we have used the isomorphism ii/@,), r:g’ = @V,C(V)=i ((5$L?L). Note 
that 
(3.6.2) ii;&), /?,%’ = I 
ir;P for large i, 
o 
for i < 0. 
We now prove the following result. 
LEMMA 3.7. (a) For each integer i, the maps 6 in (3.6.1) are zero. 
(b) For each integer i, the complex f;(/?i),/3fg1 E C9L is semisimple 
(1.12); it is isomorphic in BL to the direct sum @ v,C(vjGi ((jll)!g):). 
(c) The complex fii2’ E @L is semisimple; it is isomorphic in 59L to 
the direct sum 0, ((ff;)@;). 
Proof: From (3.6.2) we see that (c) is a special case of (b), (for large i). 
Assuming that (a) and the first assertion of (b) are proved, we prove the 
second assertion of (b) as follows. Since both complexes in question are 
semisimple (see 3.5 and 2.17), it is enough to show that they have the same 
pHi for all j. Using (a) we see that (3.6.1) decomposes into short exact 
sequences of semisimple objects in A(L). Hence 
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This proves the desired equality for pHj by induction on i. (The case i < 0 is 
trivial by (3.6.2)) 
It remains to prove (a) and the first assertion of (b). By general principles 
[ 1, Sect. 61 it is enough to prove them in the case where the ground field k is 
the algebraic closure of a finite field. In this case, we can realize (3.6.1), 
(3.6.2) in the category of mixed perverse sheaves over G, (a split Fq-form of 
G with B, T, P defined over Fq) for sufficiently large F, c k, depending on 
$P. The isomorphisms in Lemma 3.5 can also be realized in that category 
(possibly with an even larger F,). Now KY1 in that lemma is a pure complex 
of weight 0 (by Deligne’s theorem 12, 6.2.61 applied to the proper map 
ii, : y, --) G and to p which is pure of weight 0, as we can see either directly, 
or from Gabber’s purity theorem [ 1, 5.3,4]); after applying to it 
[-24v)l(-4v)), ‘t 1 remains pure of weight 0, see [ 1, 6.1.41. Hence, by 3.5, 
(~{)!(-4”{) are pure complexes of weight 0; it follows that 
(3.7.1) @ “Hj((n:),g’:) in (3.6.1) are pure complexes of weightj. 
We now show by induction on i that “Hj(n~(jli)&lT~‘) is a pure complex 
of weight j for any i. This is obvious for i < 0, by (3.6.2). If we assume that 
this is true for i- 1, the statement for i follows from (3.6.1), using (3.7.1) 
the statement for i - 1 and the following fact: if K, + K, + K, is an exact 
sequence of mixed perverse sheaves with K, , K, pure of weight j, then K, is 
also pure of weight j. 
Now using [ 1, 5.4.41 it follows that rr~(j?J! /3:2” is pure of weight 0. 
Using the “decomposition theorem” [ 1, 5.4.5, 5.3.81 it follows that 
rc[CgJ! /?Tg’ is semisimple. 
The vanishing of 6 in (3.6.1) follows from the fact that 6 is a morphism 
between two pure perverse sheaves of different weights. This completes the 
proof of the lemma. 
3.8. We define a functor res: @G + QL by resA = (rrP)! i*A(a), where 
i: P C. G is the inclusion and cz = dim UP. It is clear that, with the notation 
in 3.3, we have 
(3.8.1) res Kr = $P’(a) E @L. 
Hence 3.7(c) and 3.5 imply 
(3.8.2) res KY E C2L is semisimple; more precisely it is a direct sum 
of finitely many complexes of the form A’[i], where A’ E i and i is an 
integer. 
We can now state 
PROPOSITION 3.9. If A E 6, then res A E gL is semisimple; more 
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precisely, it is a direct sum of finitely many complexes of form A’ [i], where 
A’ E L and i is an integer. 
Proof We can find a sequence s = (sl, So,..., s,) in S and 9 E Y(7) 
such that s1s2 a.. s, E W$ and such that A is a constituent of pti(Ep). 
From 2.17(a), it follows that A [-j] is a direct summand of gr. Since res 
transforms direct sums into direct sums, it follows that res(A)[-.] is a direct 
summand of res(Er) which is semisimple by (3.8.2). By 1.12, res A[-j] 
must be also semisimple. Now PHi(res A) is a direct summand of 
PHi+‘(res ET) which, by (3.8.2) has all its irreducible subquotients in i; 
hence all irreducible subquotients of pHi(res A) are in J? The proposition 
follows. 
DEFINITION 3.10. A character sheaf A E G is said to be cuspidal if for 
any parabolic subgroup Pf G containing B (with Levi subgroup L 2 T), we 
have resA[-l] E gL” (with res defined with respect to P), or, 
equivalently, dim supp&P’(res A) ( -i for all i. The cuspidal character 
sheaves form a subset G(O) of 6. 
3.11. For any g E G, we denote by g, the semisimple part of g and we 
define H,(g) to be the centralizer in G of the connected centre of Zd( g,). 
Then HG(g) is the smallest Levi subgroup of a parabolic subgroup 
containing Zt( g,). We say that g (or its conjugacy class) is isolated if 
H,(g) = G. (When G is semisimple, it has only finitely many isolated 
classes.) 
Following [4, 3.11, we now define a partition of G into finitely many 
locally closed smooth irreducible subvarieties stable by conjugation. The 
pieces in the partition are parametrized by pairs (L, z) up to G-conjugacy, 
where L is a subgroup of G, which is the Levi subgroup of some parabolic 
subgroup of G, and r: is a subset of L, which is the inverse image under 
L + L/Pi (8: = connected centre of L) of an isolated conjugacy class of 
L/9’:. For such (L,C), we define 
and J’cL,z) = U,,, 4LgW1. 
The ~,,J, form the required partition of G. 
PROPOSITION 3.12. Let A E G, be cuspidal, where 9 = ,I*.z?~,, is as in 
2.2. Consider the action of G x 3: on G defined in 2.18(b). Then there is a 
unique G X %:-orbit Z, c G and a unique irreducible, G x %~-equivariant 
&local system 8 on Z, such that A = ZC(zo, B)[d], where d = dim -?Y,. 
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Moreover, the image of Z,, in G/Z: is an isolated conjugacy class (see 3.11) 
of G/8:. If g E Z, and H is the centralizer of g in G, then Ho/BE is a 
unipotent group. 
Proof. Let I/ be a locally closed smooth irreducible subvariety of G 
which is dense in the support of A and is such that A 1 V is isomorphic to 
a[d], where B is an irreducible o,-local system on V and d = dim V. We 
shall assume (as we may be 2.18(b)) that V is G x P,$stable and that B is 
G x Pt-equivariant. 
Since V is irreducible, there is a unique piece Y(,,,, in the finite partition 
of G described in 3.11 such that Vn Y,,,,, is open dense in YCL Z). Since 
Y ,L,Z) is G X FE-stable, we may assume (by replacing V by Vn Y;,,,J that 
VC YCL,T). We may also assume that L 3 T and is the Levi subgroup of a 
parabolic subgroup P of G containing B. Let UP, 11~ be defined as in 3.1 and 
let i be the inclusion P G G. Let g E Greg f7 VC L. The orbit of g under the 
conjugation action of U,, is closed (it is an orbit of a unipotent group acting 
on an affine variety) and is contained in gU, (since xP(g) = n,(ugu-‘) for 
24 E Up). The isotropy group of g in UP is contained in 
U, n Z,( g) c U, n ZE( g,); hence it is trivial since g E Zree. Hence the 
dimension of the UP-orbit of G is equal to dim U,; this orbit being closed in 
gU,, it must be equal to gU,. In particular, we have gU, c V (since V is 
stable by conjugation). The restriction of B to gU, is a UP-equivariant local 
system (for the conjugation action of U,) on the UP-orbit gU,, with trivial 
isotropy group. It follows that B is a constant nonzero local system on gU,, 
hence Hf”( gU,, 8) # 0, (a = dim U,,). This means that the stalk of the 
cohomology sheaf RzaPd ((zp)!i*A) at g is nonzero. Thus, we have shown 
that 
(3.12.1) C,,, n Vc sup Z2”-d((rrp)r i*A). 
Let G, = 
IgEN,(L 
I = 
3 by 
by 
(g, a) + gag-’ is surjective (since VC Y,,,,, ) and its Iibres are precisely the 
orbits of the G,-action just described. It follows that 
{gEN&)I &-‘=~I = {gEN&)I gxregg-’ =4eg 
,)I gzg-lnZ#O}. Th e group G, acts on G x (Zre, n V 
g,: (g,o)+ (gg;‘, g,ug;‘). The map GX (Zregn V)-+ V defined 
dim(Z=,,, n I’) + dim G = dim V + dim G, = dim V + dim L 
= d + dim G - 2a; 
hence dim(Zr’,,, n P’) = d - 2a. From (3.12.1) it now follows that 
dim supp Zzaed ((xJ!i*A)>d-2a. S ince A is assumed to be cuspidal, it 
follows that L = P = G. In this case, YtL,T) = C is a single G x %:-orbit on 
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G, and therefore V must also be a single G X &-orbit; the image of V = Z 
in G/P: is isolated. The last assertion follows from [4,2.8], since (Z, a) is a 
cuspidul pair for G in the sense of [4,2.4].(The condition [4, 2.4(a)] follows 
from G X Z$equivariance; the condition [4, 2.4(b)] follows from the fact 
that A is cuspidal.) 
4.1. 
where 
4. INDUCTION 
Let P, L, U,, X~ be as in 3.1. Consider the diagram 
L” L 4-- V, --?% V2 - G, 
V, = {(g, h) E G x G 1 h-‘gh E P}, 
Vz={(g,h)EGx(G/P)Ih-‘ghEP}, 
n(g, h) = q(h-‘gh), n’(g, h) = (g, w, 71N(g, hP) = g* 
Then n, rc’ are smooth morphisms with connected fibres. 
We associate with any perverse sheaf K EJYL (which is L-equivariant for 
the conjugation action of L on L) a complex ind K E !Z?JG, as follows. The 
perverse sheaf ~SKEJW, is P-equivariant for the action 
p: (g, h) -+ (g, hp-‘) of P on V, and the action p: I-+ zp(p) la;(p)-’ of P on 
L. Since x’ is a locally trivial principal P-bundle, there is (1.9.3) a well- 
defined perverse sheaf K, EJV, such that 7sK = f’K,. We define 
ind K = (7~“)~ K, . We shall sometimes write indz K instead of ind K. 
In the case where L = P = G, we have indz K = K, as we see immediately 
from the definition of G-equivariance of K. From (1.9.2) it follows easily 
that 
(4.1.1) “H’(indFK) is a G-equivariant perverse sheaf on G (for the 
conjugation action), for all i. 
We shall now state a transitivity property of induction. Let Q be a 
parabolic subgroup of L containing B * = 3 n L, let M be the Levi subgroup 
of Q containing T, and let xc: Q + A4 be the canonical projection. 
Let Q = QU, ; it is parabolic subgroup of G, B c 0 c P. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let K E A(M) be M-equivariant (for the conjugation 
action). Assume that ind, K is in AL. Then inds(indb K) = ind; K. 
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Proof. Consider the commutative diagram 
M 
where 
X,={(X,V)ELXL(~~‘X~EQ~, 
X, = ((y,z,u’)~ P x G x G 1 u’-‘zu’ E @, 
X2 = {(z, u’) E G x G ( u’ -‘zu’ E e’}, 
Y,={(x.~Q)ELxL/QJ~-‘x~‘E~“}, 
Y, = {(y, z. v’) E P X G X G 1 u’-‘ZU E 0, mod. action of 0: 
9:(Y,z,u’)~(Yq-‘,z,u’q-‘), 
Y, = {(z, u$) E G x G/e ) u’ -‘zu’ E & 
v,, v,, 71, n’, nN are as in 4.1, 
e,(y, z, 0’) = (.vu’-~zu’Y-~, YQ), 
e,(y, 2, u’> = (z, u’&), 
h,(Y, z,u’) = (yu’-‘zu’y, y), 
UY, z, u’) = (z, fJ’), 
43(X, Y> = Q(Y- ‘vh 
d,(y, z, u’) = ?r,(zP’zu’) 
d,(z, u’) = 7rp(u’ -‘zu’) 
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f,(x, Y> = (x7 YQ), 
f,(r, z, u’) = D-orbit of (y, z, u’), 
f2k v’) = (z, G2>, 
go(x, YQ) = x 
g,(y, z, 0’) = (z, u’y-l), 
g,(z, t@) = (z, U’P). 
The two lowest squares (e, , g,, g, , rc) and (e,, g,, g, , 7~‘) are Cartesian and 
the maps ei,A, 71, 71’ are smooth with connected libres. It follows that 
(4.2.1) me”, = 7s(goh 
(4.2.2) (g,)!4 = 7?(gd!, 
(4.2.3) x : JYi --+ JXi is fully faithful (i = 0, 1, 2). 
Since K is M-equivariant, C&K E .MXO is in the image of TO : MY, + MX,,. 
We shall write (f:,)-‘C&K for the object in JY,, which maps under fO to 
c&K. Again, since K is M-equivariant, $K E JX, is in the image of 
f2 : .“y2 + d?x, ; we write (&‘&K for the object in .dY, which maps 
under f2 to d’, K. 
Let K’ = (g,),(fJ’d;K E 99V,. It is enough to prove the following three 
statements: 
(a) K’ E AU’, , 
(b) 75(g,J,($,-l&K = n”K’, 
(c) TC! K’ = q( gz>,(.$,> - l&K. 
Property (c) is obvious from the definition of K’. We now prove (b). 
From d, = d,h, = d,h,, we see that 
h;d;~=li,&~~~X,. 
This can also be written as 
Now, using fi h, = e2 f, , f, h, = e, f, , we have 
Using (4.2.3), we can suppress?, : 
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We now apply (g,)i to both sides of this equality and use (4.2.1), (4.2.2); 
we get 
hence (b) is proved. 
By assumption, (g,)$,&,K E ML, hence the left-hand side of (b) is in 
HI’,. By (b), we have n”‘K’ E MV, and from (1.8.1) it follows that 
K’ E ~&Vz. This completes the proof. 
4.3. Let C be a subset of L which is the inverse image under L -+ L-Z: of 
an isolated conjugacy class of L/Z; and let B be a o,-local system on .?Y 
which is equivariant for the action of L X 2: on Z defined by 
(1, z): u -+ z”lzZ-‘; IZ > 1 is a fixed integer invertible in k. Then IC(z, Z)(d], 
(d = dim Z) is an L-equivariant perverse sheaf on L. The following result is 
proved in [ 4,4.5 1: 
(4.3.1) indF(IC(z, F)[d]) is a perverse sheaf on G; it is a direct sum 
of irreducible perverse sheaves with support yCl.,r,, (see 3.11). 
Now, using 3.12, we deduce: 
(4.3.2) If A, E i is cuspidal, then ind:A , E. XG and is semisimple. 
We can now state 
THEOREM 4.4. (a) For any A E 6, there exists L c P as in 3.1 and 
A, E i’“’ such that A is a direct summand of ind:A,. 
(b) IfLcPisasin3.1,andAIE~,thenind~A,E.XG. 
(c) ZfL c P is as in 3.1, and A E C?‘, then resA E QL”. 
(d) IfLcPisasin3.1,AEdandA,EL,then 
Hom,,,(res A, A,) E Horn&A, ind A,). 
When G is a maximal torus, the theorem is obvious. Assume now that G is 
not a torus and that the theorem is already proved for G replaced by L for 
any L c P as in 3.1, with P # G. We shall prove the theorem for G itself, in 
4.5-4.6, using this inductive assumption. 
4.5. We first show that 
(4.5.1) 4.4(b) holds for G. 
Indeed it is enough to check 4.4(b) in the case where P # G. Then (a) 
applies to L, hence there exists M c Q in L as in 4.2 and A, E it?‘) such 
that A, is a direct summand of indk(A,) (which is in ML by (4.3.2)). By 
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4.2, we have ind,G(ind#,)) = ind@,) (Q = QU,). Again using (4.3.2), we 
have ind@,) E MG. Hence indF(ind&4,) E MG. Since A I is a direct 
summand of ind#,) and ind: takes direct sums to direct sums, it follows 
that indF(A ,) is a direct summand (in gG) of an object in JG. This clearly 
forces indg(A ,) to be in JG, as required. 
4.6. Consider the commutative diagram 
D'4 L "PP 
where 
v,= {(g,xP)Ix-‘gxEP}, 
D={(x,Z)JEGxL) modulo the P-action 
P: (K 4 - (xp-‘7 qP)x%(P)-‘)Y 
D'= {(x,Z)EGxL}, 
fl(& xp> = g, 
/I : obvious map, 
P(X, P) = (XPX - I, xv, 
0(x, P) = (x2 %(P)), 
4% P) =xpx-‘3 
C’(X, P) = P. 
@‘(x, P) = PT 
44 P) = G(P). 
Let A, E i. Then TA , is P-equivariant for a P-action on D' which makes P 
a locally trivial principal P-bundle. By (1.9.3) we have y14, =pAi, 
(A; E JD). We have 
(4.6.1) ind A, = (.f,)&A;. 
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(Indeed, it is enough to show that $*A; = &A,. But $A; = $pA i = @A, = 
8;4,.) 
Let A E G. Define Res A = (&)!f~A[a](a) E @D, (a = dim UP). We 
show that 
(4.6.2) y(res A) = &Res A). 
Indeed, we have 
T(res A)[-dim G](-a) = y*(7c,)!i*A = #,t?‘*i*A = #!(‘*A, 
&Res A)[-dim G](-a) =P*(f2)JTA = $!p*ff:A = #![*A 
(we have used /3*(f,)i = #rp*, y*(nP)! = #!19’* which follow from (1.7.5)). 
But [, c’: G x P + G are compositions of G x PC, G X G with the maps 
G x G + G given, respectively, by (g, , 8,) + g, g, g; ‘. (g,, g2) + g,. 
Hence, the G-equivariance of A implies [*A = [‘*A, SO that #! [’ *A = #![*A 
and (4.6.2) follows. 
Next, we show that, for any integer i, we have 
(4.6.3) Horn vn(ResA,A{[i])rHom,,(A,indA,[i]) 
Indeed, the left-hand side is 
Hom((fi>!f~Alal(a),Allil) 
= Hom(f~A[a](a),fSAl[il) (by (1.7.2)) 
= Hom(f~A[a](a),f,*A~[2a + i](a)) (by (1.7.4)) 
= Hom(fFA,ffA{[a + i]). 
The right-hand side in (4.6.3) is 
HomW (f,)!&l;[il)= Hom(A U’,L&AI[il) 0-v (1.7.3)) 
= Hom(fTA,T2 A;[i]) (by (1.7.1)) 
= Hom(f:A, ffA ; [a + i]) (by (1.7.4)); 
and (4.6.3) follows. 
If i < 0, we have Horn&A, ind A,[i]) = 0, since A, ind A, E MG, (see 
(4.5.1)). From (4.6.3), it now follows that 
(4.6.4) Horn ,,(Res A, Ai [i]) = 0 for i < 0. 
According to 3.9, there exists a sequence C,, Cz,..., C, in i and a 
sequence of integers it, , n2,..., it, such that 
res A = @ Cj[nj] in S?L. 
j=l 
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Attach Cj E gD to Cj in the same way as A ; was attached to A,. We have 
p”(pHi Res A) = pHi@Res A) (see (1.8.1)) 
= p’Hi(yres A) (see (4.6.2)) 
=PHi (F(i cj[njl)) 
(see (1.8.1)) 
Since p” is fully faithful (1.8.3), we have 
(4.6.5) ‘Hi Res A = @,cjCc,ni=-i C,;. 
Now we show that 
(4.6.6) PHi Res A = 0 for all i > 0. 
Assume that this is not so; let i be the largest integer such that 
PHi Res A # 0; then i > 0 and there exists a nonzero morphism 
Res A -+ PHi Res A[-i]. Now using (4.6.5), we see that there exists a 
nonzero morphism Res A --+ Cj [-i] for some j E [ 1, t]. Since -i < 0, this 
contradicts (4.6.4) with A; replaced by Cj. Thus, (4.6.6) is proved. We can 
also formulate it as stating that 
(4.6.7) Res A E G9D ‘O. 
Applying (1.8.1) to B, we deduce that &Res A) E %JD’<‘. Using (4.6.2), we 
have then &(res A) E 9D’ (‘. Applying (1.8. I) to j7, we deduce that 
res A E @L ‘O. Hence 
(4.6.8) 4.4(c) holds for G. 
We have 
Hom(A, ind A,) = Hom(Res A, A:) (by (4.6.3) with i = 0) 
= HornCaRes A, PA i) (by (1.8.2) and (4.6.7)) 
= Hom(yres A, jXAl) (by (4.6.2)) 
= Hom(res A, A,) (by (1.8.2) and (4.6.8)). 
(4.6.9) Hence 4.4(d) holds for G. 
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Finally, we show that 4.4(a) holds for any A E G. If A is cuspidal, there is 
nothing to prove. Thus, we may assume that there exists L c P # G as in 3.1 
such that res A[-1] 6? 9?L (‘, or equivalently, such that PH’ res A # 0 for 
some i > 0. By (4.6.8) we have PHi res A = 0 for i > 0. It follows that 
PH” res A # 0 and that there exists a nonzero morphism res A + pH” res A 
(in 5~irL). Since PH” res A is a direct sum of objects in i (see 3.9) it follows 
that there exists A, E L and a nonzero morphism res A -+ A, (in 5?L). Using 
(4.6.9) it follows that there exists a nonzero morphism A -+ ind:A , , in GG 
(or NG). This must be injective, since A is irreducible. By our inductive 
assumption, A, is a direct summand in indk(A,) for some M c Q as in 4.2 
and some A, E fi”. By transitivity of induction (4.2), ind:A, is a direct 
summand in indgA,, where Q = QU,. Hence A is isomorphic to a subobject 
of ind$(A,). By (4.3.2) indE(A,) is a semisimple object of MG, hence A is a 
direct summand of it. Thus, 4.4(a) holds for G. This completes the proof of 
Theorem 4.4. 
4.1. Let L c P, U,, W*, W$,, .;C * be as in 3.1, (P E P’(T)). Let 
s = (s, ) s, ,..., s,) be a sequence in S* ir (e). We can consider s also as a 
sequence in S U {e). Let 6: i; s,L-) L, pL ,-S!@) = i?FL be defined in terms of 
s, 9, L in the same way as 5,: Y,+ G, 9, KY is defined in 2.8 in terms of s, 
9, G. We shall prove the following result. 
PROPOSITION 4.8. (a) For any i, we have 
p,yi+dc-d,.E;, 
ind~(PHiK~l~) = 
where do = dim G, d,~ = dim L. 
(b) For any A, EL,, indz(A,) is semisimple in XG, and its 
irreducible components are in 6,. 
Proof: We first show that (a) implies (b). If A, E i,, we may assume 
that A I is a direct summand of pHi(i?~& (2.17(a)). From (a), it follows that 
indz(A ,) is a direct summand of pH’itdG-d~(EF) which is semisimple by 
2.17(a); (b) follows. 
We now prove (a). Consider the commutative diagram 
whose bottom row is defined in 4.1; [ is defined by 
C(tL B,, Bl,..., B,) = c&5 XOP), 
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where x,, E G is any element such that B, = x,$x; I. The map 7i’ is defined 
as follows: for (g, h) E V, and (I, B,*, B,+,..., B,*) E Y,, such that 
n,(h - ‘gh) = 1, we set 
?‘((g, h), (E, B,*, B,*,..., B;)) 
= (g, hB,*U,h-‘, hB,*U,h-I,..., hB;U,h-I). 
Both squares in the diagram are Cartesian and the maps rc, n’, pr2, 2’ are 
smooth with connected tibres. 
Using (1.7.5) we see that 
(4.8.1) 7?r! = (prl)$, 56! = (prJ p?z. 
Let K’ E g:V, be defined by K’ = <i@. By the decomposition theorem [ 1, 
6.2.51, K’ is semisimple. 
From the definitions on 3, pL we can check easily that prFgL = A’ *5?. It 
follows that (pi-i)! pr,*gL = (pr,)! ?*g; using (4.8.1) we obtain 
7c*6!gL = 7c’*&L?, hence x*I?~~ = k*K’. We have r?= r[idG - $d,j, 
r?’ = n’[id, + id,]. It follows that rS?Ei = f’K’[d, - d,]. 
Applying (1.8.1) to n’ and 3, we have 
f(‘Hi~TL) = PHi(?i?TL) = PHi(ZtK’ [d, - dL]) 
= jf’(PH’K [d, - dL]) = f’(PHi++d,Kf). 
By the definition of induction, we have 
indz(PHiEEL) = rC;(PHitdc-d/.Kf)a 
We have 
(4.8.2) @ indF(PHiE$)[-i] = @ (pHi+d~-d~Kf)[-i], in C3G. 
I I 
Indeed, the left-hand side is 
@ ,.q(P)Hi+dG-dLK/ 
I 
)[-i] = 7~1’ (F (PHi+d~-d’K’)[--i]) 
= n;(K’[d, - dL]) since K’ is semisimple 
= $‘@&dc - dL] 
= l?:‘[d, - dL], 
which is equal to the right-hand side of (4X2), since K, is semisimple 
(2.17(a)). In (4X2), we have indF(PHiKEL) E-&G for all i; indeed, 
PHi(ErL) is a direct sum of objects of form A 1 E i and for each such A,, 
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we have indF(A ,) E JG ( see 4.4(b)). Taking PHi for both sides of (4.8.2), 
we therefore find ind~(“H’K~J = pHitd~-dLKT and the proposition is 
proved. 
5. SEQUENCES IN THE WEYL GROUP 
5.1. We fix Y’E .%(T). Besides the notations in 2.3, we shall use the 
following notation. Let a,= {w E IV&,/ w(Rs,) = Rz,). Then W& is the 
semidirect product of Q,, and W,., with W, normal. 
Let E W’ P + N be the function defined by I”(w) = #(a E R $1 ~(a) E R - }. 
Then rextends the length function of the Coxeter group (W,,, S,). 
5.2. Let s = (s,,s2 ,..., s,) be a sequence of elements in S U (e) such that 
SlS2 *** s,E w;. When si # e, we shall write ai for the simple root in R 
corresponding to si. Define 
(5.2.1) I,=(iE [I,Y] Isife,s,~~~Si+ISiSi+I *..S,E W,}. 
We have the following 
LEMMA 5.3. IIs1 > @s,s, ... s,.), with equality if I(s,s, a*. sJ= 
l(s,) + ... + I@,). 
Proof: Let X=(aER~I(s,s,...s,)(a)ER-), X’=(aER$ISE 
[l,r],-Sjfe, a=SrSr-l ;’ si+,(ai)}. It is clear that XcX’. We have 
IX\= I(s,s, .*. s,) hence l(s, s2 .-. s,) < 1 X’ I. Let 4: I, + R,, be defined by 
4(i) =y- 1 ... si+,(ai); then X’=#(I,)nR$. Hence IX’/ < Id( </1,1 so 
that Z(s,s, .ee s,) < )I, /, as required. Assume now that Z(s, s, ... s,) = 
I@,) + ... + l(s,). Then the roots s,s,-, .a- si+ r(ai) (1 < i < r, si # e) are 
distinct and positive. Hence, for i E I,, the roots s,s,-r .-. ~,+,(a,) are 
distinct elements of X, so that (I,1 < 1x1. It follows that II,1 = IX/. 
LEMMA 5.4. Let J c I,; we define sJ to be the sequence (s;, s;,..., s:) with 
si = si for i @ J, s; = e for i E J. We have I, = I, - J. 
Proof: Let h E I, - J. We have s,s,.-, ... sh ... s,-,sh E W,.. Hence if 
a, > a, > ..a > ap are the indices in Jn [h + 1, r], we have 
s,s,-, ... fa,“’ Sh *** $ .a* s, P 
= (s,s,-, ... sap --* s,-Is,)(s,s,-* ... s/# ... s,-IS,) 
x (s,s,-, ... SDD”’ SrpIS,)E w, 
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s,s,-, .** fa, a.. &,..- s^, ... Sh *** s” ai- ... &,, . . . s^,, ... S,-,s,E w,. 
(Here,  ^ stands for an o’mitted symbol.) 
This shows that h E I,. The same computation (in the opposite direction) 
shows that if h’ E I,, then h’ E I, - J. 
5.5. We write the elements of I, in ascending order: i, < i, < ... < i,. 
Define 
PROPOSITION 5.6. (a) u, , u2 ,..., u, E S, (see 2.3) and CL) E l2,, (see 
5.1). 
(b) SlS2 .a’ sr= wu,u2 ..* u,. 
(c) More generally, ifJ is a subset of I,, then 
n Si=O n uj 
l$i<r 1 Ci<a 
i$J ij@ 
(in both products, the factors are written in ascending order of indices). 
(4 If @ls2 ... s,) = I@,) + ... + I@,), then (I, u2 .. a ua is a reduced 
expression in W,. 
Proof: We set h = i, E I,. Let s’ be the sequence (s,, s,- ,,..., 
s,, ,*.*, s,- 1 , s,). We show that I,, has a single element. We have s,s,- 1 +.a 
si **- s ,plS, E w,. But S,S,ml *.. Shil .*. S,-,S, @ w,, S,S,-, *** s,,+2 “* 
S r-, s, rf w,,..., since h is the largest index in I,. Hence the middle term in 
s’ has an index in ZS, but all the terms following it have an index outside I,,. 
We now show that the term in s’ immediately preceding the middle term has 
an index outside I,,. If this is not so, we would have s,s,-, +.. 
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ShtlShShtlShShtl **’ sr-lSrE wP Multiplying on the left and right by 
s,.s,-, *‘- s,, “’ S,.-,Sr, we find that s,.s,_, ...shf, .a.~,-,s,E W,, a 
contradiction. Similarly, we see that all terms in s’, preceding the middle 
term have an index outside I,,. Thus, I,, has a single element. By 5.3, we 
have I’(o,) = ~s,.s,;~ ..a s,, ... s r- ,s,) < 1. Since (3, has odd length in W, it 
must be #e hence Z(a,) = 1. We have B, E W,, hence o. E SY. 
We now prove (a) and (b) by induction on a. Assume first that a = 0. By 
5.3, we have qs, s2 ... s,) = 0, hence s, s2 ... s, E 0, and (a), (b) are clear. 
Assume now that a > 1 and that (a), (b) are proved for u - 1. Consider the 
sequence sJ , where J= {i,}, (see 5.4). By 5.4, we have ZsJ = I, - {i,}. The 
induction hypothesis applies to sJ. It follows that 00-I ,..., o, E S, and 
wEi.2,. We have checked already that u. E S,. Hence (a) for s follows. 
The induction hypothesis shows that s, ... sliO . . . s, = 00, cz ... u, _ i . It 
follows that s,s, .s. s, = (s,s, ..I ii, ..a s,)(s, ... si, ... sr) = W(J~U~ ... ua- ,ua 
hence (b) for s follows. The more general statement (c) follows from (b) 
using 5.4. Statement (d) follows from 5.3. 
5.7. Let s = (s,, s2 ,..., s,.), s’ = (si, s; ,..., si,) be two sequences in S U {e) 
such that slsz ... s,E WY, sisi ..a SE~E W$. Let o, uil,ui2 ..a ui, be the 
elements attached to s in 5.5, let w’, ai,, u,~~,..., F~,, be the elements defined in 
the same way for s’ instead of s, and let w”, uh,, u,,~,..., uh,,, be the elements 
defined in the same way for the sequence 
Then, we have 
ss’ = (s,, s, ,..., sr, s;, s; )..., Si?). 
au = a + a’, 0” zz w(J)’ cJ*,=o ‘-‘ui,d )..., Uh = uPUi”W’, (1 
‘h = Oil 
CJj , ). . . ) uh,+,, = u.i,,’ 
(This follows easily from the definitions.) 
5.8. We let S* c S, W* c W, R* c R, be as in 3.1. The statements 
(5.8.1), (5.8.2) below are well known. 
(5.8.1) Any coset W*y c W contains a unique element of minimal 
length y,-, ; it is characterized by the property y; ‘(R * n R ’ ) c R + . 
(5.8.2) Any coset z W,C W contains a unique element of minimal 
length z,, ; it is characterized by the property z,(R $) c R ‘. 
(5.8.3) Let w  E W, s E S be such that w  has minimal length in wW,. 
Then either (a) SW has minimal length in swW, or (b) w-‘SW E W,. 
Indeed, assume that (a) does not hold, so that there exist a E R$ such that 
sw(a) < 0. By our assumption we have w(a) > 0. Hence w(a) must be the 
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simple root a, corresponding to s. Thus, ~‘(a,) =(x E R,, hence 
w-‘SW E WY, hence (b) holds. This proves (5.8.3). 
(5.8.4) Let w, w’ E W be such that W*wW,= W*w’W,. Assume 
that 
(a) w  has minimal length in w  W, and also in W*w, 
(b) w’ has minimal length in w’ W, and also in W*w’. 
Then w  = w’. 
Indeed, our assumption implies that there exist s,, s2,..., s, E S*, such that 
s,s2 .‘. s,w E W’W,. Assume that there exists i E [2, t], such that si -. - s, w  
has minimal length in si . . . s, w  W, and sip I si -. . s, w  does not have minimal 
length in sip,si a-- s, W,. Then by (5.8.3), we have si-rsi .*. s,w = 
SiSi+ 1 *-* stwu for some UE w,. Hence s, e-e sieZsi a.. s,w = 
s, e-9 S,WUE w’W#J= w/w,. Iterating this, we are reduced to the case 
where for all i E (1, t], si -.- s, w  has minimal length in si .-a s, wW,. In 
particular, s i s2 . *. s, w  has minimal length in s, s2 ..- s, w  W, = w’ W,. Since 
w’ has also minimal length in w’ WY, we have s,s, -.. sI w  = w’, by (5.8.2). 
Thus, W*w = W*w’. Since w, w’ both have minimal length in 
W*w = W*w’, we have w  = w’, by (5.8.1). This proves (5.8.4). We can now 
state: 
PROPOSITION 5.9. Any double coset W*yW, contains a unique element 
of minimal length. It is 
;i1(R*f7Rt)cR’ andy,,(R$)cR+. 
characterized by the property: 
ProoJ The existence of an element y, of minimal length in W*yW, is 
obvious. It is clear that y, must have minimal length in y,, W, and also in 
W*y, the proposition follows from (5.8.4), (5.8.1), (5.8.2). 
6. HECKE ALGEBRAS 
6.1. We fix ip E S(T). Let d = Z[u”*, u-~“], where u is an indeter- 
minate. 
Let H$ be the Hecke algebra (over _,P) corresponding to W$; it is a free 
.&-module with basis T, (w E W&). The multiplication is characterized by 
T, T,, = T,,,,, if w, w’ E W$ satisfy qw) + Rw’) = qww’) 
(T, + l)(T, - u) = 0 if oE S,. 
(Recall that I”is defined in 5.1.) 
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Let fi$ be te free &‘-module with basis e, indexed by the sequences 
s = (Sl) s* )...) sr) in S U {e} (r > l), such that sIs2 ... s, E W$. 
Let r, be the abelian group with generators [A] (corresponding to the 
various isomorphism classes of objects A in JG) and relations 
[A] + [A’] = [A @A’] for any two objects A, A’ EJG. 
Define an d-linear map y: &+ r, @r &’ by y(eJ = zE r (-1 )j 
[PHj(xy)] @ P. 
Define an .&linear map 6: flL.-+ HI, by 6(e,) = 7’,(1 + T,,) 
(1 + T,J e-s (1 + TOO) u(“~~+~~~~)‘*, where w, (T,, u2,..., 0, are the elements 
of W$ associated to s = (s, , s2 ,..., s,) in 5.6, and m=#{iE [l,r] Isi#e}. 
With these definitions, we can state 
PROPOSITION 6.2. (a) There is a unique .ci/“-linear map E: HL--+ 
r, On .w’ such that the diagram 
is commutative. 
(b) We have &(h, h,) = e(h,h,)for all h,, h, E H$.. 
(c) Let -iH$+ H>. be the ring involution defined by T,,, + T$,, 
(w E W$) and uJi2 = uPji2. Let -: r, @&be the group involution deflned 
by [A 10 uj’* -+ [A] @ u-j’*. Then c(h) = E(h)for all h E HI,. 
First, note that 6 is surjective. Indeed, given CO E .R,, and a sequence 
Q, 7 02 ,“., Do in S,,, we consider reduced expressions o = 1, t, ... tp, 
uj= rj,rj2 ... rjri **. rj2rj, (1 < j < a) in S, and let s be the sequence 
(t,, t,,.... tp, r,,, t,*, . . . . rlr,3...’ r,,, 521, s**, . . . . 
r2r2’...’ 122 ,.a., r,, , 502 ,..*1 rar,, . . . . To* 3 r,J 
in S. It is easy to see that 6(s) = T,(l + T,,) . . . (1 + TO,); these elements 
clearly generate H$ as an &‘-module, so that 6 is surjective. 
‘It follows that E is unique (if it exists). Assume that (a) is already proved. 
To prove (c), it is enough in view of surjectivity of 6 to show that -- 
&(6e,) = s(6e,) for all basis elements e, of E?$. We have de, = u-(m+dim ‘) 6e, 
since 1 + TGi = u - ‘( 1 + T,.), T, = T, . Hence, we must check that 
U -"'e(SeJ = e(de,), (m’ = m + dim G) or, equivalently, that 
U -“‘y(e,) = y(e,). This is equivalent to the statement 2.17(b). Thus, (c) 
follows from (a). 
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It remains to prove (a) and (b). The statement 
following statement: 
(6.2.1) Let (e,,, e, *,..., e,l), (e,!, ei ,..., e,,) be two sequences of basis 
elements of ii$ and let (n,, n2 ,..., i,), (n;, nil . . . . n;,) be two sequences of 
integers. Assume that 
(a) is a consequence of the 
is in the kernel of 6: A$+ H&. Then for any integerj, the perverse sheaves 
@i=, pHi-“i(i?~) and @:I=, pHj-n;(ET) are isomorphic in JG. 
By general principles [ 1, Sect. 61, the statement (6.2.1) for general k is a 
consequence of the statement (6.2.1) for k an algebraic closure of a finite 
field. The same applies to (b). Thus, it is enough to prove (6.2.1) and (b) in 
the special case where k is an algebraic closure of a finite field. 
6.3. We now prove (6.2.1) under the assumption that k is an algebraic 
closure of a finite field. Since the two perverse sheaves in (6.2.1) are 
semisimple (2.17(a)), they are isomorphic if and only if they define the same 
element of the Grothendieck group ZG of the abelian category JG. Hence, 
if p: r, +X’G is the natural homomorphism, it is enough to prove that there 
exists an d-linear map E’: ,X3-+ X(G) @r ~8’ such that 
(6.3.1) ~‘8 = @ @ 1)~. 
We may regard Kz, Kc, KF as well as the complexes and morphisms 
appearing in 2.13-2.16 (for fixed 9) as being in the derived category of 
mixed complexes over G, (a split Fq-form of G) with B, T defined over Fq:,, 
for a sufficiently large Fb c k. Then the PHi of these complexes will have 
natural weight filtrations (see [ 1,5.3.5]) whose subquotients (denoted pHj) 
are pure perverse sheaves of weight j. For any mixed complex K on G,, we 
define 
xu(K) = 1 (-I)i{pH;(K)) @d/2 EX(G) @z.d. 
i,i 
Here {pHj(K)} denotes the image of pHj(K) in the Grothendieck group XG. 
We define an &‘-linear map E’: H$+X(G) Ozd by 
(6.3.2) &‘(T,,,) =x,(f$ u(-‘(~)+~(~)-~~~~)‘*. 
Let s = (sr ,..., s,) be a sequence in S U {e) such that s, s2 .a. s, E W$, and 
let 0, ui, u2 ,..., o, be the elements of W$ associated to s in 5.5. We shall 
prove by induction on m = #{i E [ 1, r] ] si # e) that 
(6.3.3) x,(KT) = u(‘“-~+~~“‘~)‘~~‘(T, To,To2 ..a Tea). 
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We can assume that all si are in S by dropping the ones which are e. Then 
m = r. 
When m = 0, we have KT = KF, a = 0, and (63.3) follows from (6.3.2). 
Assume now that m > 1 and that (6.3.3) is already known for sequences m 
replaced by m' < m. 
Assume first that Z(s,s, ..a s,) = r so that KY= Kc, where w  = s,s, a-. s, 
(see 2.11, (25.1)). By 5.6, we have qw)=O, ~ci)=...=!(uJ=l, 
qoqrJ* ... ua)=a, hence T,T,,T 02 ame Tc,= T w(i,(i*’ ’ .mo = T S,S2”‘Sr = T, so 
that 
u(~-~+~~~~)‘*&I(T~T~~T~~ . . . Too) = u (I(w)-l(w)+dimG)/2EI(Tw,) 
= xu(K:l 
= xu(KP) 
as required. 
Assume next that I(s, s, ... s,) < r. Then we can find h (2 < h < r) such 
that sh a . . s r-, s, is a reduced expression and she, sh -3. s, is not a reduced 
expression. We can find s; ,..., s;- i, s; in S such that s; **e s:- ,s: = 
sh -” s,-, ,. s and sl, = sh-, . 
Let o = (s, , s2 ,..., sh- 1, s; ,..., s;- 1, s;). As shown in 2.16, we have 
KT = Kz; hence x,(Ky) =x,(Kr). The definition 5.5 of w, cri ,..., ua 
attached to s can be also applied to o instead of s, and it leads to the same 
sequence 0, u, ,..., u,. Hence to prove (6.3.3) for s it is enough to prove it for 
u. Thus, we are reduced to the case where s satisfies she, = sh. In this case. 
we shall use the notations in 2.15. 
If h G?G I,, then from (2.15.4) we have xu(Kr) = u . x,(Ks). By the 
induction hypothesis, we have x,(Kz) = u(r-2-atdim G)‘2c’(Tw To, - -. Trio) 
hence x,,(Ky) = u (r-a+dimG)~2~‘(TJ-u, . . . Too). 
If h E I,, then from (2.15.2) we have 
and from (2.15.3) we have 
uxu(K,41) = x,W!@ + x,(K:b 
(Indeed, since weight filtrations are strictly compatible with morphisms [ 1, 
5.3.51 the exact sequences (2.15.2), (2.15.3) remain exact when each PHi is 
replaced by pHf for fixed j.) It follows that 
xu(Kf’) = uxu(K?) + (u - 1) xuW:J 
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The induction hypothesis is applicable to KT, K 5 : 
x,(Kf+ U(+l)-(-l)+dim ‘W,~(T 0 T 01 
. . . T ‘f . . . T,J, 
Oh-1 oh 
x (K~)=u((‘-*)-(“-*)+dimG)/*~I(T 
u w 
T 
01 
. . . f f . . . Toa), 
ah-1 ah 
Moreover, we have oh-i = oh so that uToh-, + (u - 1) 1 = To,-, To,. Hence 
xti(K:) = u (r-“+di”‘G)/2E$‘-Te, . . . Toa), 
as required. Thus, (6.3.3) is proved. 
We now prove that with the notation in (6.3.3), we have 
(6.3.4) x,(KF) = U(m-a+dim G)‘2 ~‘Vo,(l + T,,)(l + ToJ ..a (1 + Lo))- 
We shall use the notation in 2.13. From (2.13.1) (or rather, from the 
corresponding exact sequences obtained by considering the subquotients of 
fixed weight of the weight filtrations), we get 
= XuWsh #I’+ ‘9 ci+‘))*@+ 1 xu(K;) 
JCI, 
IJI=i 
for any i. 
Summing these equalities over all i, 0 < i < II,1 and taking into account 
(2.13.2), we find 
We now use (6.3.3) for each sJ is the last sum, and 5.6(c); (6.3.4) follows. 
The mixed complex KY is pure of weight 0 (see the proof of 3.7) hence 
It follows that &y) = (p @ 1) y(e,). On the other hand, the right-hand side 
of (6.3.4) is equal to e’(6eJ. Hence (6.3.4) implies (6.3.1). This completes 
the proof of 6.2(a). 
6.4. We shall now prove 6.2(b) assuming again (without loss of 
generality) that k is an algebraic closure of a finite field. We again place 
ourselves in the setup of 6.3. It is enough to prove the following statement: 
(6.4.1) Let s = (sl, s2 ,..., sr), s’ = (s;, s; ,..., s;,) be two sequences in S 
as in 5.7 and let (w, u,,u *,..., ua), (w’, a;, a; ,..., a:,) be the sequence in W$ 
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attached to them in 5.5 Then c’((TuT,, .-a T,o)(T,fT,,; ..a T,;I,)) = 
NLJ’o; a.. T,;,)(LT,, -.a TJ). 
Let ss’, s’s be defined as in (2.19.1). Using 5.7 and (6.3.3) we see that the 
equality (6.4.1) is equivalent to the equality 
XAG) = xuw~s’,). 
But this follows from (2.19.1). 
This completes the proof of Proposition 6.2. 
6.5. Let us define for any K E %G, 
x(K) = r (-l)jlPHiK} E XG. 
i 
The proofs in 6.3 and 6.4 (specialized for u = 1) give the following result: 
Let E; : Z [ IV&] -+X(G) be the homomorphism defined by E;(W) =x(Kz). 
Then E; is constant on conjugacy classes in IV>. With the notations in 
(6.3.3), we have 
x(Ky) = E;(s~s, ..a s,) = E;(oo,(T, a.- u‘,), 
X(fy) = %$(W(l + aJ(1 + 02) a*’ (1 + (I,)). 
6.6. We now return to the setting in 3.1. Let s = (s,, s2 ,..., s,) be a 
sequence in S such that _s,sz ... S,E W$, (YE Y’(T)). We apply the 
functor res: sG-+ QL to K,. We wish to describe “H’(resK$ in terms of 
the function “, : H$.L -+ r, az ,&’ (defined as E in 6.2, for L instead of G); 
here H$.L is i$ defined with respect to L instead of G. We shall denote by 
H, (resp. Hy,L) the &‘-submodule of Ha (resp. H$,L) spanned by the 
elements T,, w E W,, (resp. by the elements T,, w E W$). 
We shall denote by .F the set of elements y, in W which have minimal 
length in their W* - W, double coset. 
Let w, uJ,, uz ,..., u, be the sequence in W& attached to s in 5.5. Thus, 
UEQ,,UiES,. Ify, EY, then o’ = y,wy;’ is in Q,,, al = y,,u,~~;’ are 
in S,, where Y’ = (y-‘)*p. If we assume that w’ E W*, then conjugation 
by w’ is an automorphism of the Coxeter group (W,,, S,,) leaving stable 
its length function I’, and its parabolic subgroup W,, n W*. Hence it also 
leaves stable the set 
.sC‘ = {z E W,., ] z has minimal p-length in the coset ( W* n W,,)z }. 
For any h E Hy, and any z E Y, there are well-defined elements 
x;,,,(h) E Hipc.L (z’ E Y’), such that 
(6.6.1) Tw,,-,Lw, . h = Cz,E.gxz,,,(h) T,, in H,,. 
(Indeed, H,, is free as a left HyP’,L module with basis T,,, z’ E 9.) 
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With these notations, we set 
We can now state: 
PROPOSITION 6.7. The following identity holds in r, Or A? : 
(6.7.1) cj (-ly’[“Hj(res RF)] ~(j-~‘)‘~ = C,, y(y,,) u-u/2. 
where yO runs over all elements of F such that yOwyO-’ E W*, and 
m’=r+dimG. 
Proof. We shall give the proof in the case where ip is the constant sheaf 
0,. In this case we have W = W,= W$; we denote H = HIP= H$, 
HL = Hp,L = H$.L , 8, = 6y.L. We have also w  = e, a = r, ui = si (1 < i < r). 
Using 3.7(c), 3.5, and (3.8.1) we see that the left-hand side of (6.7.1) is equal 
to 
(6.7.2) C, xj (-l)j[pHj-““‘~.I] ~(j-~‘)‘~; 
here, v runs over all ‘sequences v = (v ,,, v 1,..., v,) of P-orbits on 9 satisfying 
(3.3.1), d(v) is defined by (3.4.1), t is the sequence in S* U {e} defined in 
(3.3.4), and 7 is the sequence in S* obtained from t by dropping all ti which 
are equal to e. (Thus, z is completely determined by v.) We denote by i?, the 
complex in 9L defined in 2.8 in terms of r, 40 = or, L. 
Now using 6.2(a), we can rewrite (6.7.2) as 
(6.7.3) cL(CV(l + TJI + TJ +.. (1 + Tz~)~d~V~-dim”~)~-“2, 
where v and r = (7,) 72 ,..., 7,J are as in (6.7.2). 
For any yE W,, sES, we have 
1 
Ty + Tys, ifysE: W,,ys> y, 
T&l + T,) = u(T, + T,,), ifysE W,,ys< y, 
(1 + Tysy-I) Ty’ if ys E W*y (so that ysy-I E S*). 
Applying this repeatedly, we see that for any y E W,, we have 
(6.7.4) TJl + T,,)(l + TJ ... (1 + TJ 
= Cyqs(y)(l + T,,)(l + ZJ a-- (1 + TTJ Ty,; 
here, the sum is over all sequences y = (y,, y, ,..., y,.) in W, such that 
Y=Yov W*y, = W*yi-,’ or W*yi-,s, (1 < i & r), 6(y) is defined to be 
#{i E [l, r] 1 yi > yisi, yisi E W,} and r = (71,72,..., th) is the sequence in 
S* consisting of those terms in (y,s, y;‘, y,s, y;‘,..., y,-,s,y;?‘,) which are 
in S*. 
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Now (6.7.1) (in the case V = Q,) follows directly from (6.7.3), (6.7.4), 
and the definition (6.6.2) of the function y. The proof in the general case is 
similar, but the notation is more complicated; we shall omit it. 
COROLLARY 6.8. For any j, we have PH’(res ET) E PH2m’-j(res RF) in 
C?L, where m’ = r + dim G. 
Proof. Since PHj(res nr) are semisimple objects of ML for all j, it is 
enough to show that [pHJ res KT] = [pH2”‘-ires RF] (equality in r,). By 
(6.7.1) it is then enough to show that for any y, in the sum (6.7.1), the 
expression y( yO) u -‘I2 E r, @ ..@’ is fixed by the involution - of r, @ ,d 
defined in 6.2(c). Since E~>!,~ commutes with the involutions - (see 6.2(c)) 
and (1 + T,,) . . . (1 + TOa) u-‘12 is fixed by the bar involution, we see that it 
is enough to prove the following statement: 
(6.8.1) ~Y,~V’~~ LY x,,,(h)) = E~,,~(T~~ ,LYx,,,(~~) for all 
h E HP-J (notation as in 6.6). 
Applying the involution - : H, , + H, , to the identity (6.6. l), we get 
(6.8.2) ?;,s-,,,, 
~ - 
. h= C;,E > x,,;,(h) T,, (z E .Y ). 
Since (T,),(r,), (z E 9). form two bases of H,,, as a free left HL,y,- 
module, we have 
(6.8.3) ~:=C;sEg-;.;,T:,, T;=~;sE./qz,;sl‘s (zE.~), 
where rr,rr E HL,Ipt, q,,,, E HL,y,. 
Introducing in (6.8.2) we get 
= ;& rw~-~.-~~J~,h 
= J, ~ rw’-‘;w’,z”x,,,,,,,-,.z,,,(h) T ;,,, 
From this, we deduce 
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Multiply both sides with T,, and apply E~,.~ : 
by 6.2(b) 
This proves (6.8.1) and hence the corollary, 
We can now state 
THEOREM 6.9. (a) IfLcPisasin3.1,andAE6,thenresAE.HL; 
moreover, res A is semisimple and its irreducible components are in i. 
(b) A E 6 is cuspid& (see 3.10) if and only iffor any L c P as in 3.1 
with P # G, we have res A = 0. 
Proox Assuming that (a) holds, the proof of (b) is immediate: if A E d 
is cuspidal, then PH’(res A) = 0 for all i > 0 and by (a), PH’(res A) = 0 for 
all i # 0; hence PH’(res A) = 0 for all i, so that res A = 0. 
We now prove that in (a), we have res A E .NL for A E d. (The other 
statement in (a) follows from 3.9.) Let s = (s , ,..., s,) be a sequence in S such 
that s, sz ..+ s, E W& Y E Y-(T). 
Let K = i?y[m’], K’ = res K, Kj = PHiK, Kj = res Ki, (m’ = r + dim G). 
It is enough to prove that Kl E.HL (since res A may be assumed to be 
direct summand of K,‘.) 
Fix A’ E i and let b, be the multiplicity of A’ in “Hj(KI). Then bi,i > 0 
and it is enough to prove that b, = 0 whenever j# 0. Let b,i be the 
multiplicity of A’ in “Hj(K’). From 2.17(a), we have “Hj(K’) = 
“Hj(@, res Ki[-i]) = oi PH’pi(K;), hence b, = xi b,,j-i. From 6.8, we have 
bj = bej for all j, hence 
(6.9.1) O=Cjjbj=Ci,jjbi,j_i=Ci,j(i+j)bi.,i. 
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From 2.17(b), we have Ki= K-,; it follows that b,= b-i,j, SO that 
&j ibi+j = 0. I n ro t d ucing this into (6.9. l), we find Ci,j jb, = 0. 
From 4.4(c) and 2.17(a) we see that b, = 0 for all j > 0. Therefore, we 
have Ci,jGO jb, = 0. Since jb, < 0 for all terms in the previous sum, we 
must have jb, = 0 for all i, j. It follows that b, = 0 for j # 0 and the theorem 
is proved. 
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